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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used to describe the

quantities indicated in this list unless otherwise

stated in the text#

x a distance from the leading edge of the flat
plate

y «* distance from the surface of the flat plate#

z s= distance from the centre line of the plate
perpendicular to x and y#

UQ = free stream velocity
U = mean velocity at a point in the boundary laye

u ss x component of fluctuation velocity.

v = y component of fluctuation velocity#

w = z component of fluctuation velocity#

c * wave velocity#

c * group velocity#
o

0r » 2nf, where f as oscillation frequency,
a at ^ = wave mmber#
\ sb wavelength of oscillation#

p sb density of air#
~o m kinematic viscosity of air#

S m boundary layer thickness.

© • boundary layer displacement thickness.

S* as 1#72 |li£. for 31asius distribution#ue

c * c relation used by Toll-
* 0,341 mien and SchlichtinP"^"*

ii _ S
R * —-— = Reynolds mxnber#

~o

Rjj, = ~~~~ = x - Reynolds number.

2)
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL SURVEY OF BOUNDARY

MTBp RTS^RpH

I.l. Introduction

The aim of this work was to gain further in¬

sight into the transition from laminar to turbulent

flow in the motion of a fluid past a solid surface.

The present experimental work has been confined to

the most simple example; the flow of an incom¬

pressible fluid along a smooth flat plate at zero

angle of incidence and with zero pressure gradient in

the direction of flow. Although the aspects of

transition which are of greatest importance in prac¬

tice are those of flow over aerofoils and in closed

channels, it was hoped that an experimental investi¬

gation of transition on a flat plate would lead to a

better understanding of the mechanism of fluid flow

in an unstable boundary layer, which can in turn be

applied to more complex problems.

I*2» Historical Survey
*

Many extensive summaries of the literature on

different branches of boundary layer research have

been published. The most notable of these have been

by Prandtl in 1935(1\ Dryden in 19?5(2\ Morkovin
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in 19?8(3), Dryden in 1959<4) and Schlichfing in

and 1960(6)> (7).
Due to the extent of the work which has been

carried out on boundary layer flows in the past,

the following survey will include in detail only

those papers with particular relevance to the present

research. Most emphasis will thus be laid on in¬

vestigations of the flow in the flat plate boundary

layer with zero longitudinal pressure gradient, with

particular reference to stability and the transition

to turbulence.

In the year 1820 the Mavier-Stokes equations

were first formulated. As a development of the

Suler equations, which vera at that time well known,

they gave for the first time the general equations

of motion for the flow of a viscous fluid. These

equations are now taken as the basis for roost

theoretical work on fluid motion but at that time

the mathematical problems associated with their

general solution were insuperable.

Use of Tuler's equations, neglecting viscosity,
led to a number of solutions of practical value but

In other cases gave absurd results. The dilemma

confronting the theoretical hydrodynamicist of that

time can be summed up in d*Alembert's Paradox,

namely that although the viscosity of air is extremedy
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saall, to neglect It gives rise to the theoretical
result that air can offer no resistance to a body

passing through it. As Lord Rayleigh remarked,
"On this theory the screw of a submerged boat would

be useless but, on the other hand, its services
would not be needed."

Empirical laws of hydraulics were meanwhile

being formulated by engineers. In 1883 Osborne

Reynolds^ investigated experimentally the two dis¬

tinct types of flow, laminar and turbulent, in round
pipes running full. Re found that a certain value

of a dimensionless parameter R (i.e. velocity

times length divided by kinematic viscosity) now

known as the Reynolds number, roughly characterised
the transition from the laminar regime to turbulent

> flow and vice versa.

At the Mathematical Congress in Heidelberg in
(0}

1904, PrandtlV// introduced the concept of the

boundary layer which proved a major contribution in

the fusion of theory and experiment. Re showed that

it was possible, for the purposes of theoretical
calculation to consider separately the flow in two

*

distinct regions. In the first region, well away
«

from a solid wall, the fluid behaves as if it were

inviscid and the velocity gradient perpendicular to

the direction of flow is negligible. Making the



assumption that the velocity of the fluid at a solid

boundary will be equal to that of the solid itself,
a second region can be recognised in which the

velocity of the fluid changes rapidly from the

velocity of the main flow to that of the wall. In

this region, now known as the "boundary layer", the

velocity gradient has a finite value and the vis¬

cosity of the fluid becomes an important factor,

Prandti showed that by making these assumptions the

Kavier Stokes equations could be greatly simplified

for flow In boundary layers of most kinds,

Prandtl's boundary layer equations were solved

for the case of flow along a flat plate by Blasius

in 1908^10\ in terms of a|infinite power series.
The solution was later improved by Bowarth who

tabulated the results in 193®

In 1914 Prandticarried out experiments

with spheres and showed that flow in a boundary layer

can be either laminar or turbulent and that the

p rob lam of flow separation is closely related to

this transition. At this time the techniques avail¬

able for the study of boundary layer flows were

limited to flow visualisation and measurement of

overall effects such as drag which was found to
'

increase when the boundary layer became turbulent.

The first detailed measurement of velocities in



the boundary layer was made by van der Hegge Zi^nen

In 1928. Ke confirmed the distribution of velocities

across the boundary layer which had been theoretic¬

ally predicted by Blasius twenty years previously.

Similar confirmatory experiments have also been

made by Burgers ^3) an<3 Nikuradse^14^.
A hypothesis was formulated by Feynolds and

Lord Rayleigh that the laminar boundary layer becomes

turbulent when a critical Reynolds number is reached.

Sxperiments showed that the boundary layer on a flat

plate could remain laminar up to a Reynolds number

Hx * 3 x 10 , but that the critical Reynolds num¬
ber was dependent on the degree of turbulence in the

«?
main stream of the flow, rarely falling below 3 x 10 •)
In a study of the effect of free stream turbulence

(15)
on the stability of a laminar boundary layer in 193& *

Taylor assumed that separation at a given point is

determined by the local pressure gradient and bound¬

ary layer thickness. From the theory of isotropic

turbulence he calculated the form of a parameter

upon which the critical Reynolds number was dependent*

His theory showed good agreement with experiment for

the case of flow round spheres and elliptic cylinders

when the value of the free stream turbulence was

greater than 0.2$. The level of free stream tur¬

bulence is defined as the root mean square of the

three mutually perpendicular fluctuating velocities,
as a percentage of the mean flow velocity. This



theory, however, predicted the point of reversal or

separation of the laminar boundary layer flow and not

the point of transition to turbulence# Experiments

using hot wire anemometers showed that transition

could occur without previous separation of the flow,

particularly in streams with a low degree of tur¬

bulence. Taylor's theory did thus not fully solve

the problem of the breakdown of the laminar boundary

layer#

The most fruitful approach to this problem was

suggested by Lord Rayleigh in 1887^*^• This was to

study the effect of small perturbations on the laminah

boundary layer. It was considered that if a perturba¬

tion was damped with time the boundary layer was

stable and would remain laminar, instability occurring
when the perturbations became amplified#

In 1933 It was shown by Squire that a two-

dimensional infinitesimal perturbation has a greater

disturbing effect on the boundary layer than a

similar three dimensional perturbation, that Is the

boundary layer becomes unstable at a lower Reynolds

number when in the presence of a two dimensional dis¬

turbance# Following this conclusion most of the

theoretical work on boundary layer stability, except

that carried out very recently, has been concerned

with the effect of a two dimensional perturbation

on the boundary layer flow#
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Tietjens in 1925^®^ produced a solution of the

characteristic value problem posed by the Orr-

Sommerfeld equation, which was derived by considering
the conservation of mass and momentum in a laminar

flow with a superposed infinitesimal periodic dis¬

turbance* His solution, however, was of an approxi¬
mate nature due to his assumption that the velocity

distribution across the boundary layer could be

approximated by a set of straight lines.

The papers published by Tollmien in 1931^^
and 1936 and those by Schlichting in 1933

and 1935^2^ gave more rigorous solutions to this

problem, though their original solutions have in turn
been extended and modified by many workers.

This work predicted the conditions under which

the boundary layer was unstable and infinitesimal

disturbances would be amplified in time. It also

showed that under certain conditions a disturbance

of a certain frequency would be amplified and travel

down the boundary layer in the form of a wave, Waves

of this type have become known as "Tollmien-

Schllchting waves". The results of these solutions

can be sunraarised by a curve in the ( ^ )
plane which separates the "damping" and "amplifying"

.

regions of the boundary layer. R denotes the

Reynolds number based on the boundary layer thickness



and main stream velocity, U-o , and 0r and ~o are
the angular frequency of the disturbance and the

kinematic viscosity of the air. This neutral
•

stability curve shows the points in the boundary

layer where a disturbance will be neither amplified

nor damped.

Figure 1,1 shows the neutral stability curve

calculated by Sehllehtlng and also that calculated

by I,in(23) and Shen(24) in 1954.

Experimental attempts to test this theory at

that time failed to discover these disturbances due

to high levels of free stream turbulence which

effectively masked the waves .

It was not until 1947 that Schubauer and

Skramstad^2-^, working at an exceptionally low level
of the free stream turbulence, were able to confirm
this theory by observing Tollmien-Schlichting waves

in the boundary layer on a flat plate. They also

found, using artificially introduced disturbances, an

experimental neutral stability curve which was in

good agreement with that calculated by Shen, A

further confirmation of the theory lay in their

observations of the distribution of the amplitude and

phase of the disturbance across the boundary layer.

The minimm Reynolds mmber for neutral stability

was shown to be of the order R = 420 while
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transitloc did not occur until a Reynolds nirober

of around 2,OCX), thus the boundary layer does not
become turbulent at the point where the infinitesi¬

mal disturbances become amplified. Thus this theory,

although of great intrinsic value does not enable the

position of transition to be predicted.

As the theory assumes small perturbations it is

no longer applicable when th® disturbance becomes

amplified and cannot be considered infinitesimally

small. The problem of the effect on the boundary

layer of disturbances of a finite size is very com¬

plex as the initial equations cannot in this case be

approximated to a linear form. There is a further

complication in that the Reynolds nisnber increases
-

as the disturbance moves down the boundary layer,
that is the boundary layer becomes thicker.

In all physical problems, there are two main

processes associated with oscillations of finite

amplitude. These are the generation of higher har¬

monics and the change induced in the mean conditions

by dissipation of the disturbance energy. The second

of these effects was considered by Meksyn and

Stuartfor the case of a two dimensional distur¬

bance in parallel flow. They considered the non¬

linear effects to be most important in the distortion

of the mean flow, this distortion in turn altering
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th© amplitude distribution of th© disturbance across

the flow. They concluded that the inclusion of the

non-linear terras in the equations showed the flow to
.

be less stable.

More recently Stuartdeveloped a similar

analysis by considering the energy balance for

oscillations of finite amplitude. He considered the

distortion of the mean flow but showed that the re¬

sulting change in th© velocity distribution of the

oscillation can be neglected. The non-linear terras

were found to affect the mean flow, only when the

amplitude of the disturbances becomes of the order

of 10# of the maximum velocity, as is observed in

fully developed turbulent flow in channels and pipes.

The analysis of Meksyn and Stuart which

showed that the production of higher harmonics plays

only an unimportant role has been shown by Lin^2^ to
^ o o

be incorrect. He proved that for disturbances in a

parallel flow, all the harmonics of the oscillation
becorae important around the critical layer, i.e. the

point where the wave velocity equals the local flow

velocity, before the amplitude of the fundamental

component becomes large enough to cause any signi¬

ficant distortion to the mean flow.

The suggestion of Von Herman that a solution

should be sought which includes both effects seems to
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bs well founded. This problem has been tackled by

Benney^2^, for the case of parallel flows.
The theoretical problem of disturbances of

finite amplitude in the laminar boundary layer re¬

mains unsolved, though the work which is being
carried out on parallel flows may indicate a suitable

approach to the problem.

Bxperimental work on the transition to turbul¬

ence in the laminar boundary layer has thus proceeded

with very little theoretical guidance. However a

fairly clear picture of the physical phenomena which

accompany this transition has been gained, by work
both with wind tunnels and with water tables.

From studies of boundary layer velocity profiles

it appeared that the onset of turbulence occurred

slowly over a finite distance, the region between

the fully laminar and fully turbulent zones being

known as the "transition region". While investigat¬

ing the boundary layer in an inclined water table

Bmraons^0) in 1953 noticed bursts of turbulence

occurring during transition. He noticed what he

called turbulent "spots" which were swept downstream

with the flow, spreading out as they moved,
A technique for artificially producing turbulent

spots in a gas boundary layer by an electrical dis¬

charge was developed by Michner in 1954^"^. This
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(32)
technique was later used by Schubauer and Klebanoff

In their investigation of the mechanics of boundary

layer transition. They found that hot wire oscillo¬

grams of natural transition were similar in nature to

those produced by an artificially produced turbulent

spot. It was thus shown that the transition region

was not due, as had been previously supposed, to the
continuous change of position of an irregular line

denoting an abrupt transition from laminar to tur¬

bulent flow. The transition region was found to con¬

sist of turbulent spots in the basic laminar flow,
these spots spreading and becoming more numerous

until the boundary layer becomes fully turbulent.

By studying oscillogram traces of flow in the

boundary layer, Schubauer and Klebanoff were able to

measure the fraction of the time for which the flow

at any point in the transition region was turbulent.

This fraction, known as the Inteimittancy factor Y,
was shown to be distributed across the transition

region in a form very similar to a Gaussian integral

curve, indicating near randomness of the formation

of the turb- lent spots. The spots were shown to grow

transversely in a nearly linear manner forming wedges

whose angle agreed well with that calculated by

Charters for transverse turbulent contamination.

Sach spot was followed by a stable region where



turbulence could not occur,

Dhawan and ICarasimha in suggested that

the Gaussian curve which gives the best agreement

with the observed intsrmittaney factors has a stan¬

dard deviation approaching zero. This implied that

the rate of production of spots has a distribution

very near that of the Dirac S function,

They found the extent of the transition region

was approximately governed by a law of the form:-

where and Bfe are Reynolds numbers based on the
extent of the transition zone and the position of the

| onset of transition. The functions of a and 0

were found to be constants of value 5",0 and 0.8 res¬

pectively.
'

It was also shown by Dhawan and Farosiraha that

the distribution of Y across the transition region

was given by the equation!-

YM- I- ) |
jwhere a is the position of the onset of thee

transition region and A. is a constant of value

0,412.

The remaining problem is the immediate cause of

the production of turbulent spots. What phenomena
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occur In the boundary layer between the point of

amplification of a small disturbance and the onset

of transition which has been described above? This

is now the outstanding problem in the field of

transition to turbulence on a flat plate and it is

currently being tackled by many experimental and

theoretical workers.

One very important result has so far emerged.

Namely that when small disturbances become amplified

they lose their two dimensional character and span-

wise variations in the behaviour of the boundary
■

layer must then be considered.

The dye-study investigations of Hama, Long and

Hagerty^4) in 1957 showed that amplified two

dimensional vortices, 7ollmien-nchlichting waves,

have a strong tendency in shear flow to form three

dimensional vortex loops with a marked transverse

periodicity. The formation of these loops was shown

to be an essential feature preceding the creation of

turbulent spots, which takes place near the top of
the loop and at the outer edge of the boundary layer.

It was suggested that a strong vortex line amplifies

any small three dimensional disturbances in the

boundary layer and intensifies their effect• The

spanwise variations in vorticity were thought to

originate in imperfections in the trip-wire used to

disturb the boundary layer flow. Hama in I960
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observed very similar phenomena in an experiment
'

using an oscillating ribbon instead of a trip wire#

A study of the spanwise distribution of boundary

layer properties lias been made recently by Klebanoff

and Tidstroo/-^# They measured the transverse

variations In a disturbance introduced into a flat

plate boundary layer# They found that the amplitude

of-the disturbance varied almost sinusoidally with

a constant wavelength# Associated with these

variations of disturbance Intensity they found also

variations in boundary layer thickness which did not

appear to be produced by imperfections of the flat

plate. The only factor which affected the position

of the peaks and valleys in the boundary layer

thickness was the position and cleanliness of the

smoothing screens of the wind tunnel# This gives

rise to the idea that the spanwise variation of the

boundary layer flow may be connected with the scale

or intensity of the residual turbulence in the tunnel

which is controlled by these screens#

Turbulent spots were found to originate at

transverse positions where the amplitude of the dis-

turbance was a maximum# Turbulence only appeared in

the regions where the amplitude of the disturbance

was small, when the spots had spread transversely

into these regions# There was found to be a strong
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correlation between the variations in boundary layer

thickness and the intensity of the disturbance. The

phase of the correlation depended on the frequency

of the disturbance.

It was shown by Gdrtler in 1940^*^ and

Liepmann^^ in 1945 that concave curvature of the

wall has a destabilising effect on the boundary layer

flow. It was later postulated by Gdrtler and

Witting that large disturbances in the laminar

flow on a flat plate would cause a curvature of the

streamlines which would in turn lead to the formation

of longitudinal "GGrtler11 vortices. This theory

shows a different approach to the problem from that

by Stuart, but it does succeed in predicting the

spanwise variations in the flow which have been

found in recent experiments.

1.3. Some details of the Theoretical Approach to

the problem of boundary layer stability.

In this section the mathematical approach to

the problem will be considered in more detail, with

special emphasis on the physical assumptions that are

made.

Throughout this work a coordinate system has

been used as shown in the following sketch!
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Vith the laminar boundary layer velocity distribution

Following the theorem of Squire^" which showed

that the laminar boundary layer is less stable in the

presence of a two dimensional disturbance than a

three dimensional one, flow in a two dimensional

boundary layer Is considered.

The Navier-Stokes ecuations- for two dimensional

flow are!

+ a "9a + 0-50, =-Xlt +2il(1)
3:x -ay £ t>2c \_l>3cr

3w~
+ u_ 3<£- + U~3lt _ _ | +JVjr

3t ^ 5 Ldo^ ^sx. (2)
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These equations are derived by applying Newton*a

second law of Motion to a small element, stationary
in space, containing unit mass of an incompressible
Newtonian fluid# The terms on the left hand side of

the equations represent the rate of accumulation of

momentum within the element and the rate of corrvectic|n

of momentum out of the element due to the changes in

the velocities with x and y# The terms on the right

hand side of the equations represent the forces on

the fluid within the element due to normal (i.e#

pressure) and shear (i#e, viscous) stresses in the

fluid.

The assumption may be made that a fluid is in¬

compressible so long as its velocity is well below

the velocity of sound in that fluid. The fluid is

also considered to be Newtonian, that is the shear

stress on the fluid is proportional to its rate of

strain.

A consideration of the conservation of mass in

the element leads to the equation of continuity;

+ a*T « O

For the undisturbed laminar boundary layer flow,

with zero pressure gradient, these equations can be

simplified, making Prandtl's boundary layer assump¬

tions, to;
Co) to) M <°> r?
a liL + -

-boc.
a (4)
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(pj Co)
3a ^ - O
3oc. ^ (?)

(ac >0 1 (©> (o>
with the boundary conditions |y = « J , a = o; U" = o •

J* s * j | 7 <«)
(3 >0i And { tj »co U.« ^p. xhe solution of these

equations has been calculated by Blasius^C^ and

Kowarth^Xy'. The distribution of velocity across

the boundary layer is shown in Figure 1,2, the values

being taken from Howarth's calculation.

Let the disturbed flow be described by the

equations;
(©> <o a w. v

U.(*,3,t) = u. <.*,a) + £ <*■ (*/J) -<0 * «•tt I*-,*1)"
Co> 0) x v

""("/S.t) » v (■*■>*) + £ "■ "" ra.')- (6)

p(=c,a,t) - P%,3) "» £ P°("vDi') + 6
(O> (o> (o)

where U. , ir and p are the parameters of the
undisturbed flow and thus themselves satisfy equations

(i) (a)
(4) and (!?)• ^ etc, are the perturbation

velocities and pressures which may include terms

which modify the mean flow, and e is a small con¬
stant quantity.

By substitution of equations (6) into (1), (2)
and (3) the equations of the perturbed flow are ob¬

tained, Comparing coefficients of the zero-th

power of e gives a set of equations which reduce,
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making the boundary assumptions to equations (4)

and (£)• If the series expansions of u- , w and p

in powers of e (equations (6)) can be shown to be

converging, then the coefficients of the higher

powers of e can be equated separately.

By equating the coefficients of the first power

of e the following equations are obtained?

(0 (0) (I) (J) (o) lo) (I) 10 „ !»> (0 *• 0)
m

+ u 3u + u aa + ir Bu_ + ir + "U V d (7)
*bx. "doc. y ^ac.

0) to) (i) (i) Co) G>> (0 (i) to) _ fo * 0)
<hr+u^tr + u^ir + ^ ■+■ ir bir , -j_ -+*u V U"

2>jc ?>5c. 7K) j* ?>ij

to -

(8)

V ^ IfL ,o
3 ac. (9 )

where V denotes the operator (l^2- + ) *
3y neglecting the equations for the second and

higher powers of e the effect of the mean secondary

flow and second and higher harmonic oscillations are

neglected. With this assumption the equations are

linear in the first order perturbation terms.

If a perturbation stream function, , is now

introduced which satisfies equation (9), 1,®*

(0 .3 m(0 , » 3f(,)
u. = 11 j ^ 1

7>y
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and eliminating the term

to:

CO
the equations reduce

_ .1* W x -I x (,) ^ M a- (o) _ .0) *• (o)
+ a i uV Vf = ^ Vu- V ^

?k t*- ^y J ?>*.

This is the equation for the stream function ^

| of a small perturbation superimposed on the basic
,(e)

j laminar flow described by the velocities U. and
to)

U- •

(10)
(I)

Co) (o)
in equation (10), U- and w

Considering the order of mapnitude of the terms

are the velocities

of the basic laminar flow and it was shown by

Blasius that

U_
a

t«)

f(i)

i thus

where

IT
w

a to)
a-5~

L

where U is the free
o y

stream velocity and 0* f
where $ ~ 5"* (

1

l - 1
hi)

Up*.
v

The value of the term in brackets can be shown

to have a maximum value of approximately 0.35 where

y > $ • Considering a value of H ^ 6.104 for the

conditions UQ = 20 f.p.s, and x = 6 ins. the
largest value of this ratio is given byj

to)
u-

^to) = 0.0035 •

This value decreases for larger values of U„
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and x and smaller values of y/S , thus under
(o)

raost circumstances « is negligible compared
..w

with a •

■a * 0)
If the assumption Is made that ^ V ^ is

not of the order of 300 times greater than ~CV H*
Co) » <0

then the term 0" V <|> will be negligible

compared with v'cp10 . Similarly the term
"bx.

_ CI) 1 (o)
—L- " 1/1 is considered to be negligible compared

(•) x. Co)
with the term v u •

T>x-
W0>

If the function Is neglected, then so

also must be the term . by ecuation (?)•
?>3C.

These assumptions are equivalent to assuming a

basic flow of the form;

U = u (y)
(11)

V * 0

The equation for the stream function of the

perturbed flow is thus reduced tot

r Co)

I Pjo

w x * CO -W • f
+ a 3_ - u V vV -T " ^ ^ <12>

The approximation of the basic laminar flow to

the form of equation (11) means that only a snail

section of the boundary layer Is under consideration,
where the thickening of the boundary layer can be

neglected. The region of the boundary layer under

consideration is defined by the form of the function
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^ (y) • This assumption is valid If it is wished to

calculate the effect of certain perturbations at

different points in the boundary layer, the correct¬

ness of the assumption is less certain if the passage

I of a disturbance along the boundary layer is to be
considered,

...CO
The form of the function t must now be con¬

sidered. The stream function representing a single

oscillation of the disturbance is usually assumed to

be of the formJ

(13)

*ny arbitrary two dimensional disturbance is

assumed expanded in a Fourier series, each of whose

terms represents such a partial oscillation. In
2n

equation (13) a is taken to be real where X * /a

is the wavelength of the disturbance. The quantity

i0 is taken to be complex with 0 * 0r + 10^ , where
0 Is the angular frequency of the oscillation andr

0jt determines the degree of amplification or damping
with time. It is convenient to introduce the complex

a

|function c = H/a where cr is the phase velocity
of the wave and is another form of the amplifica¬

tion factor.

It should be pointed out that by assuming a to

be real and 0 complex, a wave is considered which
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Is amplified with time hut not with distance. For

the purposes of finding the point where a wave is

neither amplified not damped this assumption is

immaterial. In an experimental verification of the

theory, however, it is most convenient to measure

amplification with distance when the disturbance has

reached a steady state with respect to time. The

problem of distance amplification can be tackled

most simply after finding the shape of the neutral

curve from the time amplification theory.

By substituting equation (13) into equation (12)

the following is obtained

where dashes denote differentiation with respect to y,

Row making the variables diraensionless by intro-
ii (°>

ducing the functions &= U _

Ue

/ <«) \i 0)11 X /■> \ (•)// (I) . / 10 nil % .0)11 A ,0)\(u-c)(^ -afj-U V --^(f - 2d <j> \d <P J
(14)

(0

and

also R - u„J:

then (14) becomes;

(u"c)($"-a"^ = ^ (15)



where dashes now denote differentiation with respect

to 7/S . This is the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for

snail disturbances.

The boundary conditions require that the per¬

turbation velocities are zero at the wall (no slip)

and are bounded at a large distance from the wall#

Thus: #1 .

y , o , u- u-"' - o , <f> = 4
jj _> m , uB - ir'° > <t*' m° > 41 *°
When the mean flow U(y) is specified the

equation contains the parameters a, R and c, of

which c is complex, thus for each pair of values

j for a and R the equation defines one elgen-
j function «Ky) and one complex aigen value, c.
There are four fundamental solutions of equation

(15) for 0 analytic in the complex variable y and

of the parameters c, a and R.
The different approximate, asymptotic methods of

solution of equation (15) have been fully discussed

by Lin^40^ in his book on Hydrodynamic Stability, so

only an outline of one method of solution will be

given here.

By inspection of equation (155 it can b® seen

I that when U = c the viscous terms, i.e. those in

are predominant. The point where the wave
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velocity is equal to the local stream velocity is

thus termed the critical point and a new variable

Introduced thus:

7 = (y-yJ = («ri*o(fltR)ys( e

where y = y at the critical point.

k solution of equation (15) Is sought of the

form

Hh) - A) + -*"(1)• • - , J(16)

Four solutions are obtained when (16) is substituted

into (15) and the coefficients of various powers of

e are compared. These solutions are all regular

and are expressed in terms of the function

where X - / U n
J V H'Vc) (

This method of solution assumes that as y -* yc
then aR —> <*> •

The solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for

real values of c (i«e. = 0) enables the

j points of neutral stability to be plotted in both

| the (ttS , R) and the ( Pry U* , R) planes. No
direct solution of the equation for finite values of

Cj, has been found although interesting mathematical!
| problems have arisen (cf» Lin^40^)• Curves of con¬

stant Cj have however been calculated by Shen using
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an indirect method# He considered small values of

c^ as a perturbation to the value of cr, already
"3Ci

calculated, and found values of the function ^
at the neutral curve. He was thus able by extra¬

polation to find the points for larger values of c^
in the (a$*, H) plane. A graph of these results is
shown in Tigure 1.3,

Schubauer and Skramstad postulated that when a

disturbance of the form of aquation (13) moves down

the boundary layer, its amplitude at a given point

*2 in terms of that at an earlier point x, is
given by the equation;

a f fc*
_3 = «*P J £i it (17)

t,

where the time integral covers the interval for the

disturbance to travel from x^ to X2*
Assuming the relationship:

R = m J"^
wher R = tAo aruA R* - ^

u ~D

this equation can be rewritten in the form

A* = Bztea, —3Je- $ m
o(S Ci cAR.

(18)Cs

where Rg is the group velocity of the disturbance.

Using th is equation and the values of c^ shown
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in Figure 1.3 Shen^"*^ calculated the amplitude of

; disturbances with different values of f>Ti> / &? as
they cross the amplifying region from Branch I to

Branch II of the neutral stability curve, A graph
'

of these results is shown in Figure I . 4 •

These values are only approximate, however, due
to the approximations in the calculation of and

the fact that the theory of small disturbances has
*

been amplified.

These graphs could be used in conjunction with

experimental readings to find the point where the

behaviour of a disturbance diverges from that pre¬

dicted by the infinitesimal theory and also the

amplitude of the disturbance at this point.

Although the solution of the problem of

infinitesimal disturbances in the laminar boundary

layer has been found and verified with a fair degree

of accuracy, the theory of finite disturbances in
the boundary layer is still being investigated and

though the mathematical equations can be formulated

they have not yet been solved. This theoretical

problem, however, is aimed at finding the stream
functions for the disturbed flow. It is unlikely

that, even when the equations are solved, this will
lead to a prediction of the point of transition to

turbulence as there is as yet no mathematical way to

*r
been used, iz»respective of the amount the disturbance

has
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describe th© production of a turbulent spot. As the

production of these spots in th® transition region

has been shown to occur in a random manner, with a

certain statistical probability at ©ach point, it
would seam that a statistical approach to the

theoretical problem will have to be introduced before

the position of the transition region can be predict¬

ed*
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Figure1,3

Contoursofdifferentvaluesofinthe(aS,R)plane, afterGhen.



Fieure1«4

Graphshowingtheamplitudeofadisturbance,A,interms ofitsvalueattheneutralcurveA©,asitcrossesthe amplifyingregion,afterShen.
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pssqqPTjON of APPARATUS AY*P PRSiiMywAKy

INVESTIGATIONS

H*l# Description of the Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel used in this work was a modifica

tion of the N.P.L# Design No# A 155* This is an open

circuit tunnel with an 18 in. octagonal working

section and a 3*16.1 contraction ratio. Extra

settling lengths had been added to the original

design, before and after the contraction, to ensure

that the flow in the working section was as smooth

as possible.

A diagram and photograph of the tunnel are shown

in Figure 2.1a, b.
The tunnel was built with its supporting angle

iron girders firmly embedded in concrete blocks.

These blocks were insulated from the floor of the

room by felt pads and held In place by rubber-

covered iron pins set into the floor. This arrange¬

ment was used to reduce the transmission of vibra¬

tions to the tunnel.

The inlet section was fitted with a honey-comb

straightner made of 4 in. long hexagonal brass tubes

measuring ^/8 in. from face to face. Behind the

honeycomb were two raesh screens of 32 S#Vf,G# wire

with 30 wires/inch. Burns et al#'4^ whose work was
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| carried out using the same tunnel found that the
best arrangement of these screens was to place them

15 ins, and 27 ins, downstream from the honeycomb.

This gave a value of the free-stream turbulence, in
the working section, of 0.3^, Although this value

is a factor of ten greater than that for the tunnel

used by Schubauer and Skrarastad^2^ in their work

it has been shown by Bums et al, that Tollmien-

i Schlichting waves can be detected in the boundary

layer under these conditions.

The air in the tunnel was driven by a four

bladed fan powered by a 7,5" H.P. D,C, motor, A

generator driven by an A.C, motor produced the

current for the armature of the fan motor. The field

coils of this generator ware supplied from a variable

D.C, source, providing a sensitive speed control,

A diagram of this arrangement is shown in

Figure 2,2,

A full description of the design and con¬

struction of this tunnel can be found in the work

by Burns et al,^4^,
,

II.2. Tfoe Fjflt Plpte, aqd Tr^veysiqg >'ech?nlsm

A flat perspex plate, on which the boundary

layer measurements were made, was built into the

tunnel, spanning it from floor to ceiling in the
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working section. The plate was 6 ft long, 18 ins,

high and 0.25 ins, thick. Its leading edge, which
was four feet down stream from the contraction, was

smoothly tapered over a length of 4 ins. to a

symmetrical knife edge. The centre line of the flat

plate was graduated in feet and inches from the

leading sdge to facilitate the accurate positioning

of instruments.

If the boundary layer on the flat plate is to

be initially laminar the stagnation point of the

flow should be on the working side of the plate.

To ensure that this condition was complied with, a

narrow aluminium fin, making an adjustable angle
to the air flow, was placed at the downstream end

of the plate. This was arranged to slightly increase

the blockage.on the working side of the plate, thus

preventing the onset of turbulence at the leading

edge.

The pressure drop along the tunnel was counter¬

acted by false walls which were fitted downstream

from the contraction. These were of perspex 0,125

Ins. thick and were parallel to the vertical walls

of the tunnel, diverging to the end of the working
section. The position of the wall on the working

side of the tunnel could be varied slightly by means

of small adjusting screws at various positions along
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the wall# In this way a fins control of the pressure

gradient in the tunnel was achieved.

To prevent any vibrations being transmitted to

the measuring instruments in the tunnel, a traversing
mechanism was used which allowed the instruments to

be moved from outside the tunnel without any contact

with the walls.

A framework of 2 inch angle iron girders was

built round the working section of the tunnel. This

was set in concrete blocks in a similar aranner to the

tunnel itself, to cut down the transmission of
vibrations. Two collars were screwed to the vertical

girders on a level with the centre line of the flat

plate. Two cylindrical shafts were placed through

the collars and through clearance holes in the tunnel

wall and false wall. These shafts held rigidly

the ends of two brass beams, one inside and one out¬
side the tunnel. The beam inside the tunnel was of

0.25 in. square cross section and tapered at the

upstream end to reduce the disturbance to the air

flow. This acted as a rail for the movement of

instruments parallel to the direction of the air flow.

On the beam outside the tunnel were mounted two
.

micrometers, whose probes bore against the angle iron

frame, thus affording accurate movement of the inner
rail perpendicular to the air flow and the flat plate.

A close fitting square sleeve running on the

inner rail could be moved by means of a length of
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screwed rod, passing through a nut on the sleeve and
attached at the downstream end of the rail to a

small gearbox which coiild be operated manually from

outside the tunnel. The screwed rod had a pitch of

V32 inch and the gearbox a ratio of 1 : 1, so the

distance of the sleeve from the leading edge, could

be accurately adjusted.

A similar type of vertical traversing mechanism

could be attached to the square sleeve and was used

only when a vertical traverse was required. This

enabled two narrow beams of streamlined cross section

supporting horizontally a light hollow rod, to be
,

moved in the vertical direction by moving a chord

turning a small pulley in the tunnel,

/here a vertical traverse was not required the

hollow rod was supported by similar beams fixed to

the square sleeve itself. This rod was horizontal

and about an inch from the flat plate

All instruments used to investigate the air

flow could be mounted on the end of this rod so that

the measurements were taken at least 12 ins. upstream

of the supporting beams.

Diagrams of these traversing mechanisms are

shown in Figures 2,5 and 2,4, All the parts were

; kept as thin as possible without loss of rigidity to
cut down the blockage and disturbance to the air

1 flow.
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H»3# The Control of the .-/lnd fpaed

A coarse speed control was provided by a

potentiometer which varied the direct current in the

field coils of the generator producing current for

the fan motor. This potentiometer was only variable

in discrete steps and the external direct voltage

source of nominally 240 volts, across which it was

connected, was liable to slight fluctuations. In
order that the rate of air flow in the tunnel might

be continuously variable and as constant as possible

a fine control and feed-back unit was built.

A 100 ohm continuously variable rheostat was

connected In series with the windings of the field

coils of the generator providing a fine control of

the current in the coils and thus of the speed of the

fan. The contact of the rheostat was driven by a

small reversible, variable speed motor. The windings
of this motor were connected to two relays which

triggered when the pressure in the tunnel 4 ft.

upstream from the leading edge of the plate Increased

or decreased, destroying the equilibria of an in¬
verted cup pressure balance connected at that point.

The design for this servomechanism was a

simplified form of that described by Salter^*"2 \
Diagrams of the pressure balance and relay system

are shown in Figures 2,;? and 2.6.
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It was essential that the speed control should

compensate as quickly as possible for any variation

in the electrical power supply which would change

the windspeed. If the system was made too sensitive

the control unit tended to oscillate or "hunt" and

aggravate rather than minimise the effect of any

slight change. The related elements in the system

may be shown dlagrammatically, thusj-

If the fan speed increases the static pressure

in the tunnel decreases, this is detected by the

pressure balance and contact is made which causes a

relay to start the mothr in the appropriate direction.

This drives the contact along the theostat, changing
the current through the field coils of the generator

which in turn reduces the voltage produced and thus

the speed of the fan. 3ach step in this chain will

take a finite time but only the mechanical delays

need be considered as these will be much greater than

those produced by the time of travel of an electrical



or pressure pulse. The sensitivity of the system

is thus controlled by three main factors,

a) The time of swing of the pressure balance be¬

tween the two contacts.

b) The time taken for the servomotor to drive

the contact along the rheostat.

c) The time taken for the fan motor to reach a

steady speed after an adjustment in the field coil

current.

The time of swing of the pressure balance was

reduced to a minimum by reducing the distance be¬

tween the electrical contacts until a swing of the

balance of 0,2° changed the connection from the lower

to the upper contact.

The rate of traverse of the rheostat contact

could be varied by varying the speed of the driving

motor. It was found that at high speeds the contact

moved faster than the increase in speed of the fan

motor, causing hunting. A.s the inertia of the fan
could not be changed, the speed of the servomotor
was reduced until the system just ceased to oscillate,

this was taken to be the most sensitive setting. The

time taken for the speed control to increase the

velocity of the air in the tunnel by 1 per cent of

its value was measured to be approximately ten

seconds. The control thus reduces low frequency

fluctuations in wind speed but has little effect on

high frequency fluctuations.
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II.4# Calibration of V/lnd Speed
.

Different wind speeds were obtained by placing

different weights on the scale pan of the pressure

balance, setting the coarse control rheostat

appropriately and allowing the control mechanism to

run until it reached eauilibriuH. In order that the
'

value of the wind speed should be known the pressure

balance was calibrated, using a pilot-static tube

in the wind tunnel#

A pilot-static tube of N.P.L# design was used

for the calibration# The tube was inserted through

i the tunnel wall in the central region of the working

section, 2 ft. from the leading edge of the flat
. ....... •

plate# The difference between the total head and

static pressures was measured using a simple mano¬

meter#

The manometer used in this work was of the

sloping tube type, containing paraffin# It was

fixed rigidly to the side of the tunnel and calibrat¬

ed carefully both directly and indirectly# A diagram

of the manometer is given In Figure 2#7« The surface

area of the paraffin in the reservoir was approxi-

mately 1^00 times the cross section area of the

sloping tube# Thus any correction for the fall in

height of the paraffin level in the reservoir would

be of the order of #07% and was taken to be

negligible#
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A direct measurement of the slope of the tuba

was carried out using a travelling microscope. The

tube was found to be at an angle of sin 0,1589

to the horizontal at all points along its length to

an accuracy of 0,13f, The manometer readings were

also compared with readings from a calibrated

Chattock manometer and a value for the slope-of the

manometer obtained which agreed with the previous

calibration. The Chattock manometer itself was not

used for the measurements as although it was slightly

more sensitive than the sloping tube manometer it was

found impossible to maintain a constant zero reading,
the accuracy of all readings thus being seriously

reduced•
!

By comparing the weights, placed on the scale

pan of the pressure balance, with the reading on the

manometer, connected to the pilot-static tube in
the working section, a calibration of the pressure

balance was obtained. This calibration was checked

from time to time and found to remain constant unless

the inlet screens became extremely dusty. As these

screens were removed and cleaned regularly this caus¬

ed little trouble.

The calibration curve for the pressure balance,

giving the relationship between weight and windspeed,
is shown in Figure 2,8,

Fluctuations in wind speed which could not be
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controlled by the fe^d-back mechanism were noted,
however over a period of three hours the wind speed

variation was only of the order of i •!> ft, per

second, which is an acceptably lew rate,

H.5. Measurement anci Adjustment of tfte pressure
Qpftdiept a^ppg tfte FH^t Pla^e

As the rate of amplification of a disturbance

in the boundary layer is very sensitive to the local

pressure gradient an effort was made to reduce the

variations in static pressure along the plate to a

minimum,

A small static pressure tube of 0,2 in, diameter

and British Standard design was made for measurement

of the static pressure in the working section of the

tunnel. This tube was traversed downstream 3 ins,

from the flat plate and parallel to its centre line.

At 3 inch intervals the static pressure was compared

with that at a fixed tapping in the tunnel wall,

using the sloping tube manometer. Slight temporal

fluctuations of the pressure were noticed and it was

thought that these might be due to changes in wind

speed caused by oversensitivity of the spaed control.

These fluctuations were found to increase in magni¬

tude when the speed control was disconnected and it

was thus concluded that they were due to variations

in wind speed more rapid than could be controlled by

the feed back system.
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As these fluctuations were apparently unavoid¬

able a reading of the mean value of the pressure

difference was taken in each case,

8fter each traverse the position of the false

wall was adjusted until it was found that further

adjustment did not improve the constancy of the

pressure,

A graph of the final readings of pressure versus

x position is given in Figure 2,9, On the same graph

is drawn the pressure distribution in the tunnel used

by Schubauer and Skramstad^2^ during their work on

fluctuations on the boundary layer with "zero"

pressure gradient,

A relevant parameter in determining the stability
of boundary layer flows in the presence of a pressure

gradient is the Pohlhausen shape factor A , wl ich
is defined by the equation!

A _ $?" ii?
~

"U d=c

where S, is the boundary layer thickness d^«ce»*4*Jtr
~o is the kinematic viscosity of air,

and 4£o is the local gradient of the free stream
^

velocity along the plate.

Graphs of the neutral stability curves for small

disturbances in terms of c(S and R , and also the

shape of the velocity profile across the boundary

layer, have been calculated by Schlichting and
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tTlrich^4^ for various values of TV « both positive
and negative. These graphs are shown in Figures

2,10 and 2.11,

Figure 2.12 shows a graph of the parameter TV
calculated from a smooth curve drawn through the

experimental points. The value of S used for this

calculation was that given by Blasius for the bound¬

ary layer with zero pressure gradient. It has been

assumed that the main effect of the pressure varia¬

tions on the value of A will lie in the value of

dU/dx. rather than the value of S ,

It can be seen that the parameter A lies

between + 0,1 and -0,25. It can thus be assumed

that the pressure variations will have a negligible

effect on the boundary layer velocity profiles and

a very small effect on the shape of the neutral

stability curve.

If It was found necessary to reduce the press¬

ure variations further the tunnel would have to be

dismantled and false walls installed of a material

more flexible than perspex, with a more sensitive
method of adjustment.
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II-6. Prellfflrenr, Investigate Qf tfte gopnflajy
E^yer F^py

To discover the region of the flat plate over

which the boundary layer flow is laminar a prelimin¬

ary study of the undisturbed boundary layer flow was

carried out•

A total-head and static pressure pilot tube were

mounted on the light boom in the tunnel. The tubes

were both made from hypodermic tubing with an outside

diameter of 0,04 ins. The end of the total-head tube

was flattened and tapered so that the aperture was a

slit 0,004 ins. wide surrounded by a wall of thickness

0,005 ins. This tube was bent so that it entered the

boundary layer at a slight angle and then pointed
t

upstream parallel to the flat plate. The static

pressure tube was of similar hypodermic tubing with

a closed hemispherical end and six holes 0,35 ins,

from the end. The difference between the pressure

in these tubes was not expected to give a direct

reading of ^pU2, as with a standard pitot-tube,
however the tubes could be simply calibrated against

a standard tube were a direct reading required. The

static tube was arranged to remain always outside

the boundary layer, approximately two inches from

the flat plate. The assumption was made throughout

| this work that the static pressure remains constant

across the boundary layer.
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Pressure leads were connected from the hypoder¬

mic tubes to the sloping tube manometer. The pitot

tubes were then traversed downstream at various z

positions with the total head tube just in contact

with the flat plate. Readings were taken of the

pressure difference at various x positions. A graph

of such a traverse is shown in Figure 2.13, It can

be seen that on increasing the x position the pressure

difference at first remains at a low constant value,
it then rises sharply to a higher value after which

it falls slightly to a new constant level. The point

where the pressure difference starts to rise Is taken

as the start of the transition region and the point

of maximum pressure difference is taken as the start

of fully developed turbulence. This interpretation

can be seen to be valid by comparison with the graphs

of the boundary layer velocity profile through the

transition region. As the degree of turbulence in¬

creases the velocity close to the flat plate in¬

creases, this is indicated by an increase in pressure

difference between the total head and static tubes.

It should perhaps be emphasised that the press¬

ure difference measured when the total head tube is

touching the plate has not been taken to be a measure^-

ment of the velocity near the plate. The true total

head pressure will not be measured when the air strean

is blocked by the flat plate at one side of the tube.
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No conclusions have bean drawn from the actual values

of tha pressure difference measurements but it has

been assumed that measured pressure difference will

rise when the velocity near the wall rises.

A plan of the laminar, transition and turbulent

regions of the flow is shown in Figure 2,14. The

lines marking the onset of the transition region

cross the plate at an angle of approximately 7*5° to
the horizontal. This is in fair agreement with the

work by Charters who reported the spread of turbul¬

ence in the wake of a disturbance to be in the form

of a wedge with a half angle of between 8.5° and

11,5°. The disturbances causing turbulent wedges in

the present case are at the points where the leading

edge of the plate meets the roof and floor of the

tunnel and also the weight used to tension the

ribbon as described in the following chapter.

Figure 2,14 shows that on the centre line of the

flat plate the boundary layer was laminar for a

distance of 3 ft. 5 ins. from the leading edge.

Although the height of the plate was 18 ins. only in

a comparatively narrow region at tha centre of the

plate does the boundary layer remain laminar? a

region only 6 ins. wide at a point 2 ft, 6 ins, from

the leading edge. An investigation of the behaviour

of the laminar boundary layer can thus be carried

out over a distance of 3 ft. 5 ins. on the centre
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line of the plate, where z « 0. For values of z

not equal to zero the distance over which the

boundary layer is laminar reduces rapidly with dis¬

tance fro® the centre line. The apparatus is thus

seen to be most suited to boundary layer investi¬

gations carried out on the centre line of the plate,

for Investigations of the three dimensional properties

of the laminar boundary layer a wider flat plate

would be preferable.

II.7. Measurements gf ^oqpflgpy fayey Velocity
pyofflQff

Using the same pitot-tubes as in the previous

experiment, measurements were made of the velocity

distribution across the boundary layer at different

distances from the leading edge of the plate.

At the desired x position the total-head tube

was placed so that it was slightly sprung against

the flat plate. The carriage was then moved away

from the flat plate, manometer readings being taken
at intervals of 0,010 or 0,020 ins. It was found

that the pressure difference remained constant for
*

two or three readings and then began to rise sharply.

This rise indicated that the total-head tube was no

longer touching the plate and had entered a region of

higher velocity. The readings were continued until

the pressure difference remained constant showing
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that the edge of the boundary layer had been reached.!
The pressure difference was taken to be proportional

to U2, with the maximum value proportional to tJQ2 and
thus a graph could be drawn of UA?0 versus y with
an arbitrary zero on the y-axis, Figure 2,15 shows a

graph of this kind. The zero on the ij-axls was found
by extrapolation of the lower part of the curve to

the axis.

When the total-head tube broke contact with the

flat plate a slight vertical oscillation occurred and

with great care the tube could be placed just in con¬

tact with the plate with an accuracy of £ 0.0C1 ins.

When this was done the micrometer reading agreed with

that found by extrapolation of the curves, giving a

verification of this method of positioning the y

axis of experimental points. The distance from the

centre of the aperture to the edge of the tube which

touched the flat plate was known, from examination of
the tube through a microscope, to be 0,007 ins,

A series of graphs of the readings taken at

different x positions is shown in Figure 2.16, The

vertical axis has been normalised to a/U0 where U

is the measured velocity and UQ the free stream
velocity, in this case 38 feet per second. The

horizontal axis U / 8 where y is the distance

from the flat plate and S the calculated boundary

layer thickness. The boundary layer thickness was

calculated from the formula:-
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s - * '~7-£ rs
0-54I J u.

Also in Figure 2,16 Is shown the theoretical

velocity profile as calculated by Blasius.

It can be seen that the measured velocity

profiles are in fair agreement with the calculated

profile for values of x up to 3'4M. For values of

x greater than 3'4W there is a marked difference

which is an indication that the boundary layer has

started to become turbulent#

The greatest difference between the laminar and

turbulent velocity profiles occurs at a/g = 0.1 and

•9/8 at 0.7# At either of these positions a single

reading of the velocity will indicate the nature of

the flow in the boundary layer. When the total head

tube is touching the flat plate the pressure dif¬

ference measured will be an indication of the velocity

at approximately S/s • 0.1, and for this reason read¬

ings taken with the total-head tube touching the flat

plate give a sensitive and quick method of determin¬

ing the limits of the laminar boundary layer flow.
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Figure2.2
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Figure2.5

Diagramofinvertedcuppressurebalance.
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Figure2.7
Sketchofslopingtubemanometer.
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Figure 2.10

Reutral stability curves for different

values of A , after 8chlichting.



Figure 2.11

Graphs showing the boundary layer velocity
profile for different values of A. ,

after Schlichting.



Figure 2.12

Graph of A versus x - xy, where

xT is the position of the ribbon. ,'
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Figure2.13

Graphofpressuredistributionacrossthetransition regionduototheturbulentwedgesontheplat®. =-2.5ins.tU-40f.p.s.



Figure2,14

Planoftheflatplateshowingthelaminar,transition andturbulentregions.



Figure 2.15

Graph of boundary layer velocity readin s

showing ©ethod of zero extrapolation.



Figure 2.16

Boundary layer profiles for different values of x
= 38 f.p.s.
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gpAPysp yyi

TH^ INTRODUCTION OF ARTIFICIAL PIL'TUHBAKC5S INTO TH3

pouppApy um

!• T?ie Ospl^fitjlnp Rlftbop Technique

In order to study the effect of different types

of disturbances on the laminar boundary layer,

oscillations of known amplitude and frequency were

introduced into the boundary layer at one point.

This was achieved by using a vibrating ribbon sus¬

pended in the boundary layer, a technique first used

jby Schubauer and Skramstad.
A thin phosphor-bronze ribbon is placed in the

boundary layer, parallel to the flat plate and per-

pendicular to the direction of the eir flow. This

ribbon is held away from the plate by two spacers or

"bridges" and kept under tension. A small magnet is

placed on the other side of the plate so that the

ribbon vibrates in the magnetic field when a suitable

alternating current is passed through it. The ampli¬

tude of the ribbon vibration depends on the tension

in the ribbon, the distance between the bridges, the
current through the ribbon and the"strength of the

magnetic field. As the amplitude of the disturbance

introduced into the boundary layer is of fundamental

importance in this work all these factors must be

carefully controlled.
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In their experiments Schubau^r and Skramstad^^
used an elastic band to maintain the tension In the

ribbon. It was felt, however, that this was not an

altogether satisfactory method as the tension will

vary with temperature and the ageing of the rubber.

In the present work small streamlined lead weights

were used which could be hooked onto the bottom of

the ribbon.

To examine the behaviour of the ribbon in detail

a duplicate was set up on a vertical strip of per-

spex outside the wind tunnel. In the first instance
'

bridges similar to those used by Schubauer and

Skramstad were employed. Two strips of sellotape
•

were stuck to the perspex, six inches apart. Over

these was placed a strip of phosphor-bronze with

cross section 0.001 x 0.1 ins. This strip was secur¬

ed to the plate at the top and a weight of 100 gra.

hung on the bottom, two more strips of sellotape
were then placed over the first, securing the ribbon
in position. A small permanent horseshoe magnet was

placed level with the centre of the ribbon on the

other side of the flat plate, and connections made so

that current from an audiofrequency signal generator

could be passed through the ribbon.

The motion of the ribbon was examined through a

travelling microscope. By viewing light reflected

l*-~» ad re of the ribbon the amplitude of Its
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motion was measured in terms of the graduations in

the microscope eyepiece.

While attempting to calibrate the ribbon arapli-

tude for different frequencies and voltages it was

found that the resonant frequency was highly depen-

dent on temperature and an accurate calibration

could not be made. This temperature dependence can

be explained by remembering that the ribbon is fixed

at the bridges, and the tension, initially applied by

the weight, does not necessarily remain constant.

The resonant frequency of the ribbon f is given*

by the equation

f - n ff
where T is the tension in the ribbon, s the length

I of the ribbon between the bridges and p the mass of
the ribbon per unit length.

The length S may be considered to be made up of

two parts, L the length of the ribbon when not

under tension and t the extension produced by the

tension T. L and T are related by the equations;

S-L+(- (20)

and Zl - Y - (21)
A L

where A is the area of cross section of the ribbon,

Y the Young's modulus of phosphor-bronze and g the
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Taking logarithms of (19), (20) and (21) and

differentiating with respect to temperature, Q, gives:

J_±£ L ■+■ — iELZ _ j__ dj?
fa© S de 2T d© 2$ d& (22)

ds = dL ^ di
de d9 de (23)

ariA J. dj = J-di-+-L^.+JLdi-l.dL
Td0 Ad© Yd© <L d© L. de

Sliminating I , ^/de and y from these

equations leaves the relationship;

jldf ,-ldS+i-dfl ^ + J.ri-ds .xatlfYrt ,l_j_ di
fae sae mae a-yas I % ae

If. ij1*9* ae a -aa+if.+if+^.-pj^+iJ+<i| (25)
where a and 0 are the coefficients of linear ex¬

pansion of perspex and phosphor bronze, and Y is
the coefficient of temperature dependence of the

Young's Modulus of phosphor-bronze.

Representative values for the variables may be

taken thus;

a * 1 x 10~4 /°C Y = 12 x 10" dynes/cm2
M 2

d - 0.17 X 10~4 /°C a = 6.5 X 10- cm

Y = 4 x 10-4 /°C T.g. = 105 dynes

f * 100 cycles/sec.

4£

g rade •

(hence =1 =32 cycles per second per degree centi-
d©
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It can thus be concluded that owing to the high

coefficient of thermal expansion of perspex the

resonant frequency of the ribbon will increase by

32^ on a rise of room temperature of 1°C,
This unfavourable situation can be overcome by

changing the design of the bridges. If the ribbon is

allowed to slip over the bridges the tension in the

ribbon will remain constant and the above calculation

reduces toj-

df _i./_ask +
Je 2} s de Me j (26)

and using the same values as previously

=ij
de 2

- 2d. -t-

1 "7 ^ / 1 ^
- - o ooi c Is I c

The temperature dependence is seen to be
'

negligible with this arrangement.

'•/hen the sellotape above the bridges was removed

the ribbon tended to lift off the bridges during the

vibration and in the final design the flat bridges

were replaced by short lengths of glass capillary

tubing with an outside diameter of 0,008 ins,,

giving a line contact rather than an area. To ensure

that the ribbon touched the bridges at all times the

ribbon was secured to the plate just above the upper

bridge. Below the lower bridge a strip of metal was
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placed over the ribbon, a groove In the strip ensur¬

ed that though the ribbon could move freely In a

vertical direction it could not life more than a few

thousandths of an inch from the plate.

A diagram of the method of ribbon mounting is

shown in Figure 3*1*

2. Calibration of the Ribbon Motion

The behaviour of the duplicate ribbon set up

outside the tunnel was carefully studied under

different conditions of driving current and ribbon

tension. On viewing the ribbon by the light of a

stroboscope set at a frequency only slightly differ¬

ent from that of the forced vibration of the ribbon,
it was possible to examine the form of the ribbon

motion and ensure that it was vibrating in a single

uniform loop.

It was found that for amplitudes greater than

2/3 of the bridge height, I.e. 0.0053 Ins., and

frequencies within 20 c/s of its resonant frequency,

the ribbon did not vibrate in a uniform manner and

these conditions were carefully avoided. The ribbon

also showed a tendency to twist while vibrating,

probably caused by a slight difference in tension

between the two edges of the ribbon. This effect

could be obviated by ensuring that the ribbon was
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hanging symmetrically.

Although the movement of the duplicate ribbon

could be studied visually through a microscope this

method was not convenient for a ribbon mounted on

a flat plate in the tunnel. A method of calibration

was sought which compiled with the following con¬

ditions;.

a) It should not Interfere with the ribbon move¬

ment.

b) It should not disturb the air flow In the

boundary layer, or near the ribbon.

c) It should give a continuous reading of the
amplitude of the ribbon vibration.

j An electronic method of calibration was found most
suitable.

A snail metal plate of dimensions 0.5 x 0,25

ins. was placed underneath the magnet on the reverse

side of the flat plate,,level with the midpoint of
the ribbon. This plate and the ribbon can be con¬

sidered to act as a parallel plate condenser whose

capacitance is inversely proportional to the dis-

|tance apart of the plates, A knowledge of the
capacitance between the fixed plate and the vibrat-

Iing ribbon at any time allows their separation to be

calculated.

The electronic device used for measuring the

small changes in capacitance between the ribbon and
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the static plate was designed by Burns et al.^"^ to

measure the oscillations of the van© discussed in

the following chapter.

A diagram of the electronic capacity meter is

shown in Figure 3*2.

The plate, the capacity of which is to be

measured, is incorporated in an oscillator circuit,
from a design by Clapp. A variable capacitor enables

the circuit to be tuned to a desired frequency, this

frequency is modulated by small changes in the vary¬

ing capacitance. The frequency modulated wave is

amplified, passed through a crystal filter and de-

tected as an oscillating voltage which can either be

displayed on the screen of a cathode ray oscilloscope

or measured on a valve voltmeter. The oscillator is

tuned to a frequency corresponding to the midpoint of

the steepest side of the response peak of the crystal

filter. The tuning is monitored by a valve voltmeter

measuring the voltage developed across the filter. A

constant check was kept on this output so that any

slight drift in the tuning of the oscillator could be

corrected.

Full details of the design of this electronic

capacity meter can be found in the work by Burns et.

This instrument was used to measure the changes

in capacitance caused by the ribbon oscillations and
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the output voltage was continuously displayed on an

oscilloscope, A typical photograph of the oscillo¬

scope trace is shown in Figure 3*3* The lower trace

shows the alternating voltage applied to the ribbon j
and the upper trace the capacity meter output voltage

ll'
used to measure the ribbon oscillations.

It was noticed that under some conditions the/'
trace was not a smooth curve of the same frequency/'
as that of the current driving the ribbon, but in-*

j

eluded extraneous bumps and ripples. An examination

of the movement of the ribbon by the light of a

stroboscope showed that on these occasions the ribbon

was not vibrating uniformly, due either to the fact
that the amplitude was too great or that the forcing

frequency was too near the resonant frequency of the

ribbon. Thus by ensuring that the oscilloscope

trace was a smooth curve it was possible to avoid

the conditions where the ribbon was not vibrating

uniformly.

A valve voltmeter connected in parallel with

the oscilloscope gave a reading of the root mean

square voltage of the output from the capacity meter,

3- Calibration of the Electronic Method of Measuring
the Amplitude of the ribbon Vibration.

In order that a correct interpretation be made

of the output voltape from the capacity meter produce?
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by the ribbon., vibrations a calibration of this in¬
strument was carried out using an oscillating

capacitor of known characteristics,

A metal plate of dimensions 0,5 ins, x 0,25 ins,

x 0,02 ins, was attached by an insulating rod to a

small vibrator unit in such a manner that it could

be vibrated in a direction perpendicular to its

plane. A similar plate was mounted parallel to the

first with their separation variable by means of a

micrometer screw.

The two plates were connected by coaxial cable

to the electronic capacity meter so that the change

in capacity between them could be measured. The

separation between the plates was varied from 0,07

ins. to 0,33 ins, in intervals of 0,02 ins. The

current driving the vibrator which was proportional

to the amplitude of the oscillations was varied from

10 to 60 milllamps, and the frequency of the current

driving the vibrator was kept at a constant value of

80 cycles per second. For each combination of these

conditions a reading was taken of the root mean

square output voltage from the capacity meter.

A graph of these readings is shown in Figure

3

The capacitance of an ideal parallel plate con¬

denser is given by the equation*

1 ~ —

4tt D
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where A Is the area of the plates, D their

separation and k the dielectric constant of the

medium between them.

The change in capacitance A C produced by a

small change in the separation AD is thus given by

Ak A?
AT I>

Ac .at

If A D Is taken to be the amplitude of the oscil¬

lation of the vibrating plate, which Is proportional

to I, the current driving the vibrator, then Ac is
the maximum change In capacitance produced. Assuming

that the root mean square output voltage from the

capacity meter is proportional to this maximum

capacitance change, the equation can be written*-

V c<. - AS. -L
4t D*

D*" K
or —r- — -77" where K is a constant

c V

If the above assumption is valid then a graph of

»Vi versus '/V should be a straight line through

the origin. Such a graph has been plotted In Figure

3»5 and, although there is a certain amount of
scatter due to experimental error, these conditions
(are seen to be complied with. The conclusion can

|thus be drawn that the assumption made was valid
'

and hence that

V * Ak
D



Thus the output voltage from the capacity meter

is proportional to the amplitude of the oscillation

of the vibrating plate and inversely proportional to
■

the square of the distance apart of the plates,

A direct calibration of the amplitude of the

ribbon vibrations cannot be obtained from these re¬

sults as the exact area of the ribbon which acts as

the moving plate of the capacitor cannot be found.

It has been shown however that the capacity meter

gives a reading directly proportional to the ampli¬

tude of the ribbon.

A quantitative interpretation of the voltage

from the capacity meter was made by measuring the

amplitude of the ribbon motion visually.

The duplicate ribbon was set up on a vertical

perspex plate outside the tunnel in an exactly

similar manner to the one of the flat plate. The

electronic method was set up to monitor the motion

of the ribbon and simultaneously its amplitude was
/

measured visually in terms of the graduations in a

microscope eyepiece. This eyepiece was later cali¬

brated, The amplitude of the current driving the

ribbon was controlled so that the output voltage

from the capacity meter was constant for a range of

frequencies from 90 to 130 cycles per second. The

amplitude of the ribbon was measured for five fre¬

quencies within this range and values of the output
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.

from 0,25 to 1,25 volts. Higher values of the fre¬

quency and voltage were not used because the resonant

frequency of this ribbon was 150 c/s and only in this

range did the ribbon vibrate uniformly in a single

loop.

As the experimental results are not suitable

for graphical display a table of the measured ribbon

amplitude for the different values of the capacity

meter output voltage and frequency of the driving

current is given in Figure 3»6. These figures show

that the amplitude is constant with frequency for

constant values of the output voltape from the

capacity meter, within a limit of - 0.0001 ins.

The graph of mean amplitude versus output voltage

is shown in Figure 3*7, and may be seen to be a

straight line passing through the origin. The call-

bration of the capacity meter is given by the slope

of this graph and found to be 360 £ 20 volts per

inch •

|



Figure 3.1

;ketch showing metttog of mounting the ribbon.
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*1 as alternating capacity
to be measured

\ 153 33 K ol

c2 as variable tuning
capacitor

s 1 K

c3 « 75 p.f. - r3 ss 330

C4

c5

= 5oo p.f.

= 0,001 pf

V, = valve 12
1 A.T.7

V2 a 6.BR.7
R4

r5

x 1 M

220

c6 a 0,01 pf V3 a 12 A.T.7. e 10 K

c7 = 0,01 pf V4 = 6.BR.7 "7 is 10 K

Cg = 0,01 pf "8 ss 47 K

as 0.01 pf

cio = °*1

F a 1 megacycle
crystal filter "9

"lO

ss 1 H

470

C11 = 220 p.f. *11 ss 10 K

CX2 a 220 p ff• "12 s 10 K

c13 a 0.01 pf "l3 ss 100 K

C14 a 220 p.f. r14 ss 47 K

C15 = 220 pf *15 SS 1 M

cl6 = 0.05 pf * *l« ss 1.5 K

c17 a 0.01 pf r17 ss 0.25 M

00•H© = 0.1 pf "l8 SB 150 K

c19 a 1 pf
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Figur® 3.3

Photograph of oscilloscop® traces for observing

ribbon motion.

tapper trace* output from capacity meter,

lower trace: voltage applied to the ribbon.



Figure 3*4.

Graph of capacity neter voltagef J % versus the distance
apart of the capacitor plates D, for different values of
the current to the vibrator driving one plate.



Figure 3.5
Graph of # versus D_ for different values

vibrator driving current. f = 80 c/s.

of the
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c/s.

Voltes. 90 100 110 120 130 Mean

0.25 0.65 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.65 .70 x 10~3 ins.

0.50 1.40 1.45 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.4 x 10"3 Ins.

0.7? 2.10 2.15 2.15 2.10 2.05 2.1 x 10""3 ins.

1.00 2.80 2.85 2.80 2.75 2.75 2,8 x 10"*3 ins.

1.25 3.50 3.45 3.45 3.55 3.50 3.5 x 10"3 ins.

lO ' l IQ-55 to- <fe
Js~ -0.05 x 10**3ins.

Table of measured ribbon amplitude, In thousandths of an

Inch, for different values of the forcing frequency and output

voltage frcm the capacity meter measuring the ribbon motion.

Also given are the mean values for each voltage.



Figure 3.7

Graph of the capacity meter output

voltage versus the amplitude of the
ribbon vibration.
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CHAPT3R IV

THS UP 5 OF A VAT3 TO M7/SUR3 BOUNDARY LAY3R VSLOCITY

FLUCTUATIONS

1. The Measurement of Fluctuating Velocities

(2|n
Schubauer and Skramstad , in their work,

assumed the velocity fluctuations in the boundary

layer to be two dimensional, i.e. to involve only

two components of velocity u and v. In their

measurement of the distribution of these fluctuations

across the boundary layer using a hot wire anemo¬

meter they only measured the u component, as the v

component could be calculated from this using the

equation of continuity. In recent work, however, it
has been shown that the boundary layer fluctuations

are three dimensional, involving three mutually per¬

pendicular velocity components. The continuity

aquation thus involves three terms, from which one

velocity can be calculated if the distribution of the

other two are found experimentally.

The fluctuating u velocity can be measured using
(2

a single hot wirev ■", but to measure the v and w

velocities by this method entails the use of two

wires in the form of a cross or a vee, in conjunction
with a complex electronic correlation network. The

| disadvantage of this method for measurements In the
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boundary layer is that the hot wires cannot be placed

vary close to the plate because of the finite area

i they occupy, also they measure an average value of
the velocity over this area#

(411
A vane device was developed by Bums at al. '

to respond to fluctuations of the v component of

velocity in the boundary layer. An advantage of

their device over hot wires is that readings can be

taken with the vane to within 0.005 ins. of the flat

plate. An investigation has been made into the

possibility of using this instrisaent for more detail¬

ed boundary layer measurements than have hitherto

been made.

Description of the instrument

The vane consists of a strip of aluminium foil

0.001 ins. thick, stiffened with a leaf of mica, and

of dimensions approximately 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.002 ins.

This is freely hinged on to a piece of nichrorae wire

of 0,001 ins. diameter, under tension between two

supporting prongs of hypodermic tubing. The prongs

are set in a small streamlined ebonite block.

Another prong held by the ebonite block rigidly

j supports a static metal plate, of approximate

dimensions 0,3 x 0.3 x 0,02 ins., parallel to the

hypodermic tubing and about 0,3 ins. from the vane.

The vane head is mounted in the boundary layer
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with the prongs pointing upstream and the static

plate on the opposite side of the van® to the flat

plate. The hypodermic tubes make a small angle to

the flat plate so that the ebonite block is always

outside the boundary layer even when the tip of the

tubes touch the plate,

Tlectrlcal connections are mad® to the static

plate and the nichrome wire which is in electrical

contact with the van® itself through the hinge. The

van® is at earth potential and as It moves causes

changes in the capacity of the static plate. These

changes in capacity are measured by the electronic

capacity meter designed for this purpose and des¬

cribed in the previous chapter.

Full details of the design and construction of
f 41 ^

the vane head are given by Bums et al, • A

photograph of the vane head is given in Figure 4,1,

3* The Vse of the Vane as a Measuring Device

In the work by Burns et al, the vane was tra¬

versed downstream in the boundary layer on a flat

plate at a distance from the plate which was a con¬

stant fraction of the boundary layer thickness.

Measurements were taken of the amplitude of an

oscillating ribbon injecting disturbances into the

boundary layer which forced the vane to oscillate
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.

with the same frequency and at a predetermined ampll-j
tude. In this way it was found whether the distur¬

bance was being damped or amplified as it travelled

down the boundary layer and the points of neutral

stability at the change from one regime to the other

were determined. The frequency under consideration

was chosen to be the resonant frequency of the vane,

different frequencies being investigated by using

vanes of different dimensions.

The analysis of the vane motion showed that it

was a resonant system with a resonant frequency, fQ, j
given by the equation

fa = 0,5 CiA sfj£
4TT2 m

j where U is the local wind speed, p the density
of the air, ra the mass of the vane, s the span

of the vane and C^a the coefficient of the lift
force per radian angle of incidence.

The analysis assumes that the lift force acting

on the vane is directly proportional to the angle it

! makes with the incident air stream at any instant,

even when the vane is rotating and the form of the

boundary layer flow over the vane will be continuous¬

ly changing. The above equation was experimentally

verified, however, to within 10^, the expected
limits of the experimental error, so the assumption
that C- is constant is apparently valid.
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The resonant frequency of the vane Is thus seen

to be proportional to U for a given set of vane

parameters. If the van® Is used to measure the

distribution of the v velocity fluctuations across

the boundary layer it will be moved through a region

of changing wind speed. The velocity U, in the

boundary layer, increases from zero at the wall to
a maximum value in the free stream, according to the

velocity distribution calculated by Blasius, Thus

from the above theory the resonant frequency of the

vane will increase from zero to a maximum value,

f«.m- * in a similar manner. If the vane Is traversedmax. *

across the boundary layer under the influence of a

fluctuating v velocity of constant amplitude and

frequency, the amplitude of the vane response will

vary as its resonant frequency changes. In order to

measure an unknown distribution of the fluctuating

velocity the response of the vane to a given velocity

distribution must be known in detail.

Without a knowledge of the response of the vane

at different wlndspeeds to different frequencies and

amplitudes of the transverse component of the incid¬

ent air flow, the only comparable measurements that
can be made are those with the vane at positions

where the wind speed is the same. It was felt that

measurements of this nature had been fully covered



by Burns at al. so the problem of calibrating th®

vane was undertaken.

4. ThQ Calibration of the Vane Motion

It is required to know the amplitude of the

fluctuating component of the wind velocity per¬

pendicular to the vane which causes a given amplitude

of vibration of th© vane, for various frequencies and

wind speeds.

When the vane is in the boundary layer measure¬

ments are made under the following conditions;**

1) The hinge of the vane is stationary.

2) Th® impinging wind velocity has a known U
component and a v component of unknown
amplitude but known frequency.

| In order to calibrate the van© the following con¬

ditions must be created;-

1) The hinge of the vane is stationary.

2) The impinging wind velocity has a known U
component and a v component of known
amplitude and frequency.

A possible, though less favourable, set of conditions
for calibration are thus2-

1) Th© hinge of the vane oscillates with known

amplitude and frequency.

2) The impinging wind velocity has a known U
component and a zero v component.

In this case the amplitude of the vane oscillations

relative to the hinge must be measured.
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The first sat of calibrating conditions are most

desirable as they give a direct reading of the vane

response to any amplitude of the fluctuating trans-

i verse velocity component. How then can these con-

ditions be achieved? The most obvious case for pre¬

liminary investigation was that in which the air in

the free stream is forced to oscillate transversely

by a rigid oscillating ribbon# This method is

similar to that used to excite the vane in the bound¬

ary layer# There is one fundamental difference how-

!ever, the wake behind a ribbon in the boundary layer

does not become turbulent because of the stabilising

effect of the boundary layer. The wake behind a

ribbon in the free stream will, on the other hand,' *

always become turbulent as the residual turbulence

in the free stream will cause breakdown in the wake

due to the inherent instability of its Inflected

velocity profile#

To investigate this possibility more fully a

ribbon was set up in the free stream, it was mounted

between two rigid supports attached to a small vibra-
.

tor outside the tunnel. The ribbon could be vibrated

perpendicular to its own plan© and also to the dlrec-

tion of the air flow# The resonant frequency of the

ribbon was at least three times the frequency at

which it was vibrated, so that it could be considered
to vibrate with almost uniform amplitude along its

^length.
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The vane was placed just down-stream from this

ribbon and it was found possible, by bringing it to

within about 0.2 ins. of the ribbon to place it up¬

stream of the point where the wake became turbulent.

It was found however that the vane would only res¬

pond noticeably to large amplitudes of the vibrating

ribbon. Under these circumstances the hinge of the

vane was moving across the wake of the ribbon to

such an extent that the impinging U velocity could

not be considered constant. For small amplitudes of

the ribbon motion the vane oscillations were not dis¬

tinguishable from the flutter caused by the free

stream turbulence.

The vane cannot be calibrated by placing it

downstream from the ribbon in the boundary layer as

unless it is very close to the ribbon the amplitude

of the forcing disturbance is not known. If the vane

is very close to the ribbon in the boundary layer the

windspeed is again uncertain due to the ribbon wake.

An alternative method of calibrating the vane

would be to place it in an oscillating jet of air.

This would have been experimentally quite straight

forward but here again we have the problem of the

variation in velocity across the jet. If a wide jet

was used to obviate this difficulty it would be an

extremely complex problem to calculate how the air

itself would respond when the walls of the jet were



oscillated. In any method of calibration the veloc¬

ity components of the air impinging on the vane must

be accurately known.

The possibility was then considered of using the

second set of calibration conditions mentioned above.

The vane head was mounted on a vibrator with the

hypodermic tubes perpendicular to the direction of

the air flow. The static plate was replaced by

another which was parallel to the air flow and again

0.3 ins. from the vane. It was found that small

oscillations of the vane head caused the vane to

vibrate. The amplitude of these vibrations was of

the same order of magnitude as the amplitude with

which the vane vibrated when under the influence of

boundary layer oscillations.

These conditions do not give a direct cali¬

bration of the vane motion, however, as vibrating
the vane head imparts momentum to the hinge of the

vane which is not present under the conditions of

measurement in the boundary layer. The equation of

motion of the vane in the boundary layer when acted

upon by a fluctuating transverse velocity component

is given by Burns et al. 4"*» Assuming the hinge of

the vane to be stationary the equation simplifies tosj-

where 2a is the chord of the vane, a is the angle!
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the vane makes with the direction of the undisturbed

air flow, U and v are the steady and fluctuating

velocity components of the air flow in the x and y

directions, I is the distance from the hinge to the

centre of pressure of the vane, ra is the force
acting at the hinge resisting angular motion of the

vane and dots denote differentiation with respect to

time •

By a similar analysis the equation of motion of

the vane in a steady air stream with the hinge vibra¬

ting sinusoidally in a direction perpendicular to the

air stream, is given by the equation;-

where j is the velocity of the movement of the
hinge of the vane and all the other terms have already

been defined.

The solution of these two equations is different,

but a knowledge of the experimental solution of the

second equation should enable the value of the term

ra to be calculated. This should allow a theoretic¬
al solution of the first equation to be found.

It was found however that consistent experi¬

mental readings could not be obtained using this set¬

up, owing to the sensitivity of the vane to all

spurious vibrations. The range of frequencies under

Investigation, 50 to 200 cycles per second, includes
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the resonant frequency of a large number of mechanic¬

al structures. The distance from the vibrator to the

vane was necessarily of the order of eight inches as

the vibrator was outside the tunnel and the vane couM

not be placed too near the tunnel wall or the flat

plate. The shaft holding the vane head could not be

so massive that it caused a disturbance to the air

flow in the tunnel. Although the mounting of the

vibrator was made as nearly as possible vibration-

less it was found impossible to prevent the lateral

vibrations of the vane head in the tunnel. This

added an unknown disturbance to the vane which could

not be allowed for as it did not remain exactly the

same when the vane head was removed and replaced.

As the step from one equation of motion to the

other would necessarily be approximate in nature,
the experimental solution of the second equation

must be found to some accuracy if the final calibra¬

tion of the vane motion is to be sufficiently accur¬

ate. It was thus decided that this method of cali¬

bration was not suitable.

The final method of calibration which was con¬

sidered was that of comparing the vane response with

that of another, calibrated instrument under exactly

the same conditions. Hot wire anemometers which

measure the v component of the wind velocity have
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(pt))
been described by Sehubauer and Skrarastadv Ji and

many other workers. Although these instruments are

not suitable for measurements very close to the flat

plate they can be used at the edge of the boundary

layer by in the free stream, that is at distances
greater than 0.2 inches from the flat plate.

A possible method of calibration would thus be

to measure the v component of the velocity at a

certain position at the edge of the boundary layer

under different conditions of windspeed and amplitude

and frequency of the ribbon vibration, using a hot

wire anemometer* The vane could then be placed in

the same position and its response measured under the

same conditions.

Although hot wire anemometer equipment is at

present under construction it was not ready for use

at the time this work was carried out.

5. The Use of the Vane to Measure the Frequency of

EriMroj Oscillations.

It has been shown that the vane cannot be used

directly to measure the amplitude of velocity fluctua

tions in the boundary layer. It can be used however

to measure the frequency of these fluctuations. A

resonant system under forced vibration always

oscillates at the forcing frequency, though the

err
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amplitude and phase of the oscillation depends on

the resonant frequency and damping of the system.

The frequency of the signal produced by the capacity

meter monitoring the vane motion may thus bs taken

as the frequency of the v component of the air

velocity acting at the hinge of the vane.

Comparisons were made of the frequency of the

oscillations of the vane and the ribbon for different

positions of the vane in the boundary layer and under

different conditions of wind speed and amplitude and

frequency of the ribbon motion. No detectable dif¬

ference in the frequency was found under any con¬

ditions where the forced vane motion was distinguish¬

able from the random flutter produced by the free

stream turbulence.

It has been suggested by Shen^24^ that when a

disturbance is amplified as it passes down the

boundary layer the frequency of the disturbance o

changes according to the relationship

where is the amplification rate with respect to

distance and a function of x9 a.r/2% is the wave¬
length of the disturbance and cy is the wave veloc¬
ity of the disturbance. These changes in frequency

would be very small unless the amplification became

very strong.
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No experimental evidence of this change in

frequency was found, even at a point just prior to
the breakdown of the laminar boundary layer where

the amplification might be expected to be a maximum.



Figure 4,1,
Diagram and photograph of the vane head
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MlASURff-'dTTS OF T1I3 TRANSITION TO TURBUL3NC3

1. Measurements of the Start of the Transition Re?log

Although many Investigations have bean made of

the properties of the transition region in the bound¬

ary layer on a flat plate there appears to be a gap

in the present knowledge of boundary layer flow,

'Jhat effect do the various parameters such as wind-

speed and the amplitude and frequency of the dlstur-

banc© have on the position of the onset of the

transition region? A study of this problem has been
.

carried out, within the limits imposed by the appar-

atus available.

It has been shown by many workers, whose experi¬
ments are discussed in Chapter I, that the detailed
flow in the transition region cannot be satisfactorily

studied using instruments with a slow response and

which thus measure a time average of the property

under consideration. The flow in the transition

region has been shown to consist essentially of rapid

changes between laminar and turbulent flows.

If the position of the onset of the transition
_

region is defined as the point where the boundary

layer ceases to be entirely laminar, this point will
be indicated by a change in the shape of the velocity
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profile across the boundary layer. A measurement of

the position of the start of the transition region

can thus be made using a total head pressure tube,
which although it is a time averaging instrument, can

be used to measure the shape of the velocity profile

with some accuracy.

The method used for measuring the position of

the transition region was similar to that described

in Chapter II for finding the extent of the laminar

boundary layer on the flat plate. The hypodermic

total head and static pressure tubes were traversed

along the centre line of the flat plate with the

total head tube in contact with the plate. At two

inch intervals the difference between the pressures

in the two tubes was measured on the sloping tube

manometer. In order to obtain the greatest possible

accuracy in the manometer readings the position of

the paraffin surface In the sloping tube was measured

through a microscope, enabling changes in position
of .01 cm. to be detected. This corresponds to a

change in pressure of 0.4-8 x 10"^ ins. of water,

this is not a measure of the final accuracy of the

readings however owing to the fluctuations in press¬

ure which occurred.

Measurements were taken over a range of x-

i positions from before the onset of the transition

region to an x position of 3*2". Readings were not
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taken beyond this point because transition at the

centre line due to the turbulent wedges on the plate

commenced at an x position of 3*5% and transition

beyond this point might be due to two different

causes* It was found that in the laminar region and

at the start of the transition region small pressure

fluctuations occurred which had an amplitude of the

order of 0.4£ x 10"^ ins* of water. In the centre of

the transition region these fluctuations became much

more pronounced, the amplitude rising to the order
! „"3
of 2.4 x 10 ° ins. of water, the amplitude dropoed
to its previous value when the boundary layer became

fully turbulent. These variations in pressure were

thought to be due to changes in the position of the
'

transition region caused perhaps by fluctuations in

the free stream wind speed which would not be com-
• \V«>v • ■$

pensated for by the speed control mechanism owing to

their high frequency.

Pressure readings were taken across the transi¬

tion region under many different combinations of con¬

ditions. The ribbon was situated 13 ins, from the

leading edge of the plate, and the frequency at

which it vibrated was varied from 40 to 160 c/s. in

steps of 10 c/s. In order that the frequency should

always be within the permitted range, with respect to

the resonant frequency of the ribbon, for uniform

vibration, three different ribbon tensions were used



to cover the range of frequencies. Tensions of 50,
10C and 150 gm. were used for the ranges 40-70,

80-120 and 130-160 cycles per second respectively.

For each frequency five different ribbon ampli¬

tudes were used. These were the amplitudes which

gave a root mean square output voltage from the

capacity meter monitoring the ribbon motion, of 0.25,

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 and 1.25 volts. These voltages

corresponded to amplitudes of the ribbon motion of

0.07, 0.14, 0.21, 0.28, 0.35" x 10*2 ins., the
details of this calibration being given in Chapter

III. A constant check was made on the ribbon ampli¬

tude, in terms of the output voltage, throughout the

experiment. A constant watch was also kept on the

shape of the output signal as displayed on an

oscilloscope screen. Peadlnrs were only taken when

the shape of the curve was smooth and of the correct

frequency, with no spurious bumps or shoulders which
would indicate an uneven motion of the ribbon.

The experiment was repeated for windspeeds of

25, 30, 35 and 40 feet per second. At the lower
windsneeds the number of readings was limited by the

fact that under same conditions induced transition

had not started before transition due to the turbul¬

ent wedges occurred. For a more comprehensive set

of results a wind tunnel with a wider flat plate is
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indicated.

A graph showing the type of readings obtained is

given in Figure 5.1. Smooth curves were drawn

through the experimental points which showed a cer¬

tain amount of scatter in the centre of the tran¬

sition region due to the oscillations in the pressure

difference. The point of the onset of the transition

region was read as the point where the two curves

diverge, the upper curve indicating disturbed flow
and the lower curve undisturbed laminar flow. The

slight curvature of the lower curve is due to the

thickening of the boundary layer, causing the press¬

ure at any constant distance from the flat plate to

decrease.

3ach set of readings was repeated after an

interval of a few days and except for a few isolated

cases the position of the onset of transition agreed

to within - 1 inch. There are so many different

factors which affect the position of transition that

this was as good an accuracy as could be expected.

; Although every effort had been made to control the

windspeed, degree of turbulence, ribbon amplitude
and ribbon frequency, a slight change in any of
these factors could give rise to this discrepancy.

Tables of the position of the onset of turbul¬

ence for each set of readings, together with the mean

value of each pair and the corresponding Reynolds

number are given in Figures 5»2a - 5«2cU
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2. Discussion of Results

A convenient method for representing the regions

of amplification and damping in the boundary layer

is to plot the curve of neutral stability in the

in terms of these variables in order to investigate

their relation to the neutral stability curve.

These graphs are shown in Figures 5«3a - 5»3d, also

on these graphs are plotted the part of the neutral

stability curve calculated by Shen, The vertical

line on the left-hand side of these figures repre¬

sents the position of the vibrating ribbon; it

appears in a different position on each graph due to

the axes which have been used.

The first important feature of these graphs is

that although for lower values of rT / the
transition region starts in the amplifying region,

for higher values of this parameter transition

starts in the damping region. All the graphs which

reach high enough values of Prv/uf show this effect.

It is also noticeable that the curves tend to cross

Branch II of the neutral stability curve at right

angles, this is true for ten of the twelve curves

drawn.

The interpretation of the shape of these curves

cannot be made in a precise way as there are no

plane. The present results were plotted



, theoretical or experimental results with which they

can be compared. The graphs Indicate the final event

in a sequence which starts with the injection of

small disturbances into the boundary layer by the

ribbon. The ribbon is in some cases in the amplify-

ing region and in others in the damping region,

accordingly the disturbance is either immediately

amplified or first damped and then amplified when the

disturbance reaches a point further down stream.

The initial amplification will be according to the

linear theory of small perturbations. At some stage

in the amplification the amplitude of the disturbance

reaches such a magnitude that the theory of infinite¬

simal disturbances no longer applies, new effects now

appear such as the distortion of the mean flow, the
introduction of higher harmonics and strong spanwise

I variations in the amplitude of the disturbance.

Further down stream the production of turbulent spots

commence which marks the beginning of the transition
■

region which has been measured.

Although the change from one regime to the next

in the passage of the wave along the boundary layer

is likely to be gradual rather than abrupt, a point
i can perhaps be defined as that where the wave ceases

to behave according to the theory of infinitesimal

disturbances. It seems possible that this point will



occur when the wave either reaches a certain critical

amplitude (with respect to particle displacement) or

a certain critical energy (i.e. amplitude times

frequency reaches a critical value). In all cases it

would be expected that this critical amplitude or

energy would be reached at some point In the amplifying

region. After this point the behaviour of the wave
r

changes in an unknown manner. The experimental re¬

sults do show however that a curve similar to branch

II of the neutral curve, does have some significance.
Although breakdown does occur in the region where

i small disturbances would be damped it appears to be

delayed In this region as indicated by the change in

direction of the experimental curves when they cross

branch II of the neutral curve. It was not experi¬

mentally possible to ascertain whether there are some

disturbances which are not amplified to a sufficient

extent to reach this critical amplitude and would

thus be damped after crossing the neutral curve and

so that they could not be the cause of breakdown.

If a disturbance of this type could be found to exist

then It might be concluded from the present results

that once the Injected disturbance had been amplified

to the critical value then it was bound to cause

breakdown at some point further down-stream. The

l distance the wave travels between the point where
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it reaches its critical value and the start of the
.

transition region appears to depend on whether it

is passing through an amplifying or damping region

of the boundary layer, the wave travelling further

through the damping region before breakdown occurs.

It should be remembered, however, that the ex¬

perimental conditions are far from Ideal, especially
in the fact that there is a certain amount of tur-

'

bulence in the free stream. The possibility of an

interaction between the free stream turbulence and

the amplified wave leading to the breakdown of the

laminar boundary layer cannot be ruled out. This

possibility is usually neglected in a theoretical

approach to the problem. The question of whether the

boundary layer would become turbulent due to the

influence of an injected disturbance of a single

frequency in the complete absence of free stream

turbulence is an interesting though academic problem

as these conditions could never be realised experi-

mentally.

Although the full interpretation of these ex¬

perimental results is difficult, they raise a number

of questions which could be verified by further

experiment with a hot wire anemometer. Is the hypo¬

thesis of a critical amplitude or energy valid?

I This could be Investigated by following the distur¬

bance along the boundary layer until it ceases to
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obey the theory of small disturbances, and noting
the energy or amplitude of the disturbance at this

point. Is there any empirical relationship which

governs the distance the disturbance covers after

the critical point before breakdown occurs? An

empirical relationship is suggested as the calcula¬

tion of a theoretical one apnears at the moment to be

impossibly complex.

Figures 5.3a - d also show the point of break¬

down produced by disturbances of different amplitude.

The boundary layer remains laminar longer when the

disturbance has a lower amplitude, as might be expect¬

ed, but the curves denoting the point of breakdown
show the same characteristic shape. No direct con¬

clusion can be drawn from the spacing between the

curves for different amplitudes, the spacing between
the curves of higher amplitude is certainly less than

between the low amplitude curves though the dif¬

ference does not appear to be a simple function of

the ribbon amplitude. It Is probable that the spac¬

ing of these curves is again related to the rate of

amplification of the disturbance which is unknown for

disturbances of finite amplitude.
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3. Measurements of the Extent of the Transition

Region.

Although the primary aim of the readings des¬

cribed in the previous section was to discover the

position of the start of the transition region, in

many cases they also provided a measurement of the

extent of this region. In graphs like those shown

in Figure 5.1 the point where the two curves diverge

was taken to be the start of the transition region

and the point where the upper curve reaches its

maximum value was taken to be the end of this region

and the start of fully developed turbulence.

A table showing the extent of the transition

region measured in this way, X, together with the

parameters describing the flow and disturbance intro¬

duced into the boundary layer, is given in Figure 5*4,
The length of the transition region was found to

be between 7 and 12 ins., with the values lying al¬
most randomly in this range. Ho correlation could be

found between the length of the transition region and

its distance from the leading edge of the plate.

An empirical formula was calculated by Dhawan and

Karaslmha^3) relating these two quantities thus;-

jwhere R. and Th. are Reynolds numbers based on the
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extent and position of the transition region respect¬

ively, This formula predicts the extent of the tran¬

sition region,for the values of B* found in this ex¬

periment ^ to be of the same order of magnitude as the
present experimental values, around 10 ins,, but it i
in no way confirmed in detail by the present results

This lack of agreement between the empirical

equation and the present experimental readings could

be due to two factors. Either the equation is incor¬

rect in that all the relevant parameters have not beet

taken into account, or the present results contain a

very high degree of random error.

Figure 5,5 shows a graph of this equation to¬

gether with points denoting the experimental readings

of many workers which were collected together by

Dhawan and Harasimha. Also on this graph -re plotted

points denoting the results of the present experiment,

It can be seen that the formula can only be said to

describe the experimental results very approximately

and the present readings lie well within the scatter

of the results of previous experiments.

As the pressure readings during this experiment
were made when the total head tube was touching the

flat plate they could not be expected to be directly

proportional to the square of the velocity at any

point in the boundary layer. It was thus not possible
to calculate from them the distribution of the inter-

aittaney factor across the transition region for

comparison with the equation calculated by Dhawan and
Narasimha*
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Measurements of the Transverse distribution of

Bqupdary layer Prppertlps

During a measurement of the velocity profile

across the boundary layer it was noticed that the

boundary layer thickness did not correspond exactly

to that calculated from the formula:

S = v12- I"0*-
0-341 J LLe

where 8 in this case is the point where the

velocity reaches 99f of its maximum value, Klebanoff

and Tidstrora^^) ^ac3 found during their work that the

thickness of the boundary layer varied across the

plate, in a direction perpendicular to the air flow.

Although in the present work the region suitable for

laminar boundary layer measurements away from the

centre line of the plate was severely limited, the
variation in boundary layer thickness over a region

-1.5 !ns<s <1,5 ins. was measured.

The most accurate method found for measuring the

boundary layer thickness was to take readings of the

complete velocity profile by the method described

in Chapter II. The point where the velocity reached

99f of its maximum value was then read off the graph.

Graphs of the variation in S are shox*n in

Figure 5.6 for two different values of x, the dis.
tance from the leading edge. The boundary layer
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thickness was found to vary periodically about a

value which corresponds approximately to that given

by the above formula, the wavelength of the
variations being about one inch. An alternative

method to measure the variations in the boundary

layer thickness is to measure the changes in velocity

at a constant distance from the flat plate within

the boundary layer. A graph of some readings of this

kind are shown in Figure 5.7» also on this graph are

plotted values of u/U0 calculated from the measured
boundary layer thickness assuming a velocity dis¬

tribution of the form calculated by Blasius. It

can be seen that the measured and calculated values

of u/UQ are in all cases very close, indicating that
although the growth of the boundary layer differs

from that theoretically predicted,the velocity dis¬

tribution across the boundary layer is similar in

form. The value of y chosen for this comparison

is approximately half the boundary layer thickness,
a point where the velocity is very sensitive to

variations in the value of 6 .

The wavelenrth of the variations in boundary
(36)

layer thickness measured by Klebanoff and Tidstrom

was also one inch. They found this value to be

unchanged by changing the windspee1 or replacing the

leading edge of the plate. The magnitude and position
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of the variations were found to change when the

smoothing screens of the wind-tunnel war® cleaned,

though their wavelength remained unaltered.

As the object of this work was to measure the

position of the start of the transition region an

experiment was carried out to see whether there

were spanwise variations in this position corres¬

ponding to the variations in boundary layer thick¬

ness.

The hypodermic total head tube was placed touch¬

ing the centre line of the flat plate and in the

middle of the transition region caused by the ribbon

oscillation. In this position the pressure in the

tube increases rapidly with a small increase in x

and thus a movement of the transition region up-

or down-stream will be immediately detected by a rise

or fall in the pressure measured. The pltot tubes

were then traversed in the z direction with the total

head tube touching the plate. Pressure readings were

taken at intervals of i inch, with and without the
ribbon vibrating.

Figure 5.8 shows a graph of a set of readings

of this kind. It can be seen that the slight

variations in the pressure measured when the ribbon

was not vibrating correspond to the previously

measured variations in boundary layer thickness.
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When the boundary layer increases in thickness the

velocity, and thus pressure, at a constant distance
fro® the plate falls. The upper curve which shows

the pressure when the ribbon was vibrating in a

single smooth curve with a peak at z =0, This

indicates that the start of the transition region

occurs at its lowest value of x on the centre-line

of the plate. The transition region moving down

stream as the distance from the centre line Increases,

The fact that the spanwise distribution of the

position of the transition region is of this form

is due to the shape of the ribbon disturbance. The

amplitude of the ribbon vibration is zero at the

bridges (i,e, at z » t 3 ins,), and has a maximtgn
at the centre of the ribbon which is also the centre

of the plate where z = 0, It has been shown already

that the larger the amplitude of the ribbon, the
further upstream the boundary layer starts to become

turbulent.

In order to measure the effect of the variations

in boundary layer thickness on the position of the

transition region it would be necessary to Introduce

a disturbance which had a constant amplitude for all

values of z. To do this using the oscillating ribbon

technique would involve forcing the ribbon to vibrate

with a centre section always parallel to the plate.



This cannot be done with a magnetic field which has

a maximum at the centre of the ribbon, as produced

by the single permanent magnet in the present work.

A uniform disturbance could be produced by replacing

the single magnet by a series of electromagnets,

along the length of the ribbon, whose power could be
varied individually, so that their combined effect

was a magnetic field of the required form.
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Figure 5.3a-d.

Graphs showing the start of the transition region

under different conditions.

Ml

neutral stability curve calculated by Shen.

•*—*—position of the oscillating ribbon.

•e—o o start of transition when ribbon amplitude = 0.0035 ins.

•g—D □ start of transition when ribbon amplitude * 0.0028 ins.

AAA start of transition when ribbon amplitude m 0.0021 ins.

0 0 0 start of transition when ribbon amplitude «t 0.0014 ins.

y start of transition when ribbon amplitude » 0.0007 ins.

Figure 5.3a Do •• 40 «p • s

5.3b no * 35 f.p.s

5.3c Do SS 30 f.p.s

5.3d « 25 f.p.s



Graphshowingthestartofthetransitionregionunder differentconditions.UQ=40f«p.s.(leyearlier).



Figure5.3b

Graphshowingthestartofthetransitionregionunder differentconditions.UQ=35f.p.s.(Feyearlier).



Graphshowingthestartofthetransitionregion underdifferentconditions.U0=30f.p.s.(Feyearlier)



Graphshowingthestartofthetransitionregionunder differentconditions.u=25f.p.s.(keyearlier)
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Figure 5*5

Graph of log versus log after Dahwan
and Nar&slmha, showing also the results of the
present work.

s Peynolds number for the start of the
* transition region.

]\ a Peynolds number for the extent of the
transition region.



Figure 5»6

Graphs showing the variations in boundary-
layer thickness with z, for two different
x positions. tT0 ■ 40 f.p.s.



Figure 5.7, Graph showing the variation of Vilo with z,
also values of U-/U, calculated assuming a ^lasius
velocity distribution.

Figure 5#8. Graph of manometer readings, I , for a z transverse
with and without the ribb- n vibrating.

Uc = 40 f.p.s. f = 80 c/s, x - 2•6".
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CIIftPT^R VI

CONCLUSIONS

A picture of the phenomena occurring In the

boundary layer on a flat plate, prior to the onset
of fully developed turbulence, has been obtained by

previous workers.

Small disturbances of the laminar boundary flow,
due perhaps to free stream turbulence or slight

imperfections in the plate, are amplified at certain

positions, depending on their frequency, the free
stream \*elocity of the flow and the kinematic vis¬

cosity of the fluid, •'/hen these disturbances become

sufficiently amplified their distribution transverse-

ly across the plate becomes noticeably periodic and

amplification occurs most rapidly at certain spanwise

positions. At a certain distance from the leading

edge of the plate turbulent "spots" are formed at

the positions of greatest amplification. These spots

tr3.vel down stream and spread transversely into the

regions of minimum amplification, until the boundary

layer becomes fully turbulent. The spanwise

periodicity of the disturbance amplitude appears to

be associated with variations in the boundary layer

thickness, whose origin is not yet fully understood.

In making a study of such boundary layer flow it
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is desirable to measure the effect of each factor

separately with all others carefully controlled. In

the present work the effect of the amplitude and

frequency of the disturbance has bean investigated

for different values of the free stream velocity.

The disturbance was introduced into the boundary

layer by an oscillating ribbon whose movement was

carefully measured, while other disturbing factors
such as free stream turbulence and surface roughness

were of a very low level in the wind tunnel used.

The ribbon could be forced to oscillate with a fre¬

quency from 40-160 c/s., with the amplitude at its
centre fixed in the range 0.0007 to 0.0035 ins, to

an accuracy of 0.0001 ins. The mean position of the

ribbon was 0.008 ins. from the flat plate.

As the longitudinal pressure gradient affects

the points in the boundary layer where a disturbance

starts to be amplified, this was reduced a's near as

possible to zero downstream from the oscillating

ribbon. The Pohlhausen shape factor describing the

pressure gradient along the plate was shown to lie

between the values + 0.1 and - 0.25.

It has previously been shown that the boundary

layer flow varies transversely across the plat© when

a disturbance becomes amplified. Thus a full quanti¬

tative picture of the flow on the plate cannot be
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found unless two perpendicular components of the

velocity are measured at many points in the field of
\

flow. The third component can then be calculated

from the continuity equation. The u-veloclty com¬

ponent could be measured with a single hot wire,

although such equipment was not available at the
'

time of this work. The measurement of the v or w

■v
velocity component is a more difficult problem,

especially at positions very close to the flat plate.

An instrument for measuring the fluctuating v

component of the velocity by using a small, freely-
(41}

hinged vane, was devised by Bums et al. • An

investigation was made into the possibility of using

this vane for more detailed boundary layer measure-
.

ments. It was shown that although this instrument
.

is inherently very useful, due to its simplicity
and the fact that it can be placed very close to the

plate, since It is a resonant system with a response

varying with windspeed, a calibration must be made
before any conclusion may be drawn from its measure¬

ments. Several methods of calibration have been dis¬

cussed but none proved very satisfactory and it is

suggested that a direct and accurate method of

calibration would be to compare the responses of the

vane and a hot-wire anenometer under identical con¬

ditions. The vane could then b© used for measure¬

ments where a hot-wire anenometer is not suitable.
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Measurements were also made of the point at which

turbulent spots start to occur, the start of the
transition region, under different conditions of

windspeed and amplitude and frequency of the ribbon

motion. Such measurements, when plotted on the

( PrlJ/ux ) P*ane ^or comparison with the neutral
stability curve, show that the onset of transition

may occur in the damping region, confirming that

this transition is not solely governed by the theory

of small disturbances.

The shape of the neutral stability curve can be

predicted by the linear perturbation theory and the

results have been well confirmed by Schubauer and
( sts }

Skramstadv '. There are many assumptions made in

the theory, however, which are only valid for the

neutrally stable disturbance, ^fcen a disturbance

travels down the boundary layer its amplitude, at
each x position, reaches a steady state with respect
to time, and thus in the theoretical approach

amplification with distance and not with time should

be considered. Also when a disturbance is considered

to move down the boundary layer the increasing thick¬

ness of the layer should no longer be neglected. The

present theoretical approach includes a further

approximation in that the disturbance is considered

to extend to infinity in space and time whereas in
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practice the boundary layer will be disturbed by a

finite wave train.

Thus the linear theory cannot be expected to

give very good agreement with experiment, even when

the disturbance is very small, except under the con¬

ditions of neutral stability. The curves calculated

by Shen, for finite values of c^ , by assuming the
linear theory to apply in the amplifying region are

thus not very meaningful, except for very small
values of the amplification, and cannot be used in
an Interpretation of the present experimental results.

When a disturbance becomes amplified the linear

theory is certainly not valid as the disturbances

can no longer be considered infinitesimal, however a

satisfactory solution to the non-linear boundary

layer equations has yet to be found.

If a detailed experimental study could be made

of the disturbed boundary layer with the velocities

measured very accurately it should be possible to
,

discover what theoretical assumptions can be made to

simplify the solution of the non-linear boundary
( 27 ^

layer equations. For example, Stuart 9 has

developed a solution of the non-linear equations for

parallel flow which requires a knowledge of the dis¬

tribution of the amplified disturbances across the

boundary layer. His critical assumption is that this
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distribution is of the same form as that for the

neutral disturbance.

Another field for further experimental work

would be the search for the factors affecting the

spanwise variations in boundary layer thickness found

by Klebanoff and Tidstrom^ 36 ^ and also in the

present work.

It can thus be concluded that although a fairly

clear qualitative picture of the phenomena accom¬

panying transition to turbulence in the laminar

boundary layer has been found, much further work,
both experimental and theoretical, must be carried
out before a quantitative picture is found which

enables the occurrence of the various phenomena to be

predicted.
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